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SUMMARY OF KEY STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS AND INDICATION OF BROAD COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

No. Date Place Topic & issues raised Outcomes 

Broad 
support 

obtained? 
(Y/N) 

1.  June 
2010 

Key informant 
interviews, 
Bandarban, 
Khagrachari, 
Rangamati 

Meetings with the following to inform the design: 

Chairman Chittagong Hill Tracts Regional Council 
(CHTRC), Deputy Commissioners (Bandarban, 
Khagrachari), CHT Hill District Councils [HDCs] 
(Bandarban, Khagrachari, Rangamati), Local 
Government Engineering Department [LGED] 
(Bandarban, Khagrachari, Rangamati), United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP); Danish International 
Development Agency (DANIDA); nongovernment 
organizations [NGOs] (including Eco Devt.) 

Provided information on ongoing 
and past interventions, what 
works, what is still needed. Need 
to have support for further 
infrastructure development. 

Y 

2.  June 
2010 

Digholchari, 
Bonojogichara, 
Wagga, Dewan 
Para, Juiggyachola, 
Monglapara, 
Kanajupara, Rang 
Lai, Bethlehem, Kara 
para, Antaha para, 
Chemi Dulu para, 
Tripura para, Chitta 
Ranjan Karbari para,  

Get input from village communities of several 
indigenous peoples (IP) groups on project design and 
ideas for needed interventions, broad community 
consent over a period of 10 days field visits to villages 
in all 3 districts. 

Overwhelming community support 
for roads and many ideas 
generated for appropriate 
community infrastructure and 
other desired support. 
Suggestions for implementation 
arrangements. 

Y 

3.  July 
2010 

Rangamati Inception workshop including key stakeholders from all 
3 districts including over 50 representatives from 
executing agency (EA), implementing agencies (IAs), 
HDCs, Circle Chiefs, NGOs, civil service organizations 
(CSOs) etc. Discuss project design process, initial 
results, way forward and project safeguards. 

Many suggestions on method of 
implementation. Infrastructure 
requirements and overall high 
support for project. 

Y 

4.  Aug-
Sep 
2010 

Bandarban, 
Khagrachari, 
Rangamati 

Socioeconomic survey (SES) of 60 villages for baseline 
social mapping information 

See detailed SES report. Land 
tenurity is a minor. Key constraint 
for improved livelihoods is access 
to markets and transport + skills. 

Y 

5.  31 Aug 
2010 

Rangamati Design and monitoring framework (DMF) Workshop 
involving representatives from key stakeholder groups 

Problems and issues affecting 
CHT were identified from the 

Y 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=42248-01-3
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 (IP communities represented by NGOs; officials from 

LGED and Ministry of CHT Affairs [MOCHTA] (Dhaka 
and CHT); HDCs; UNDP; etc), the project management 
office (PMO) and consultants. This was the first of 
several attempts to actively involve various interest 
groups in the project design work. The participants 
were allowed the opportunity to present their 
institutional agenda, or for those representing groups 
that have been affected in the past, their aspirations for 
the second phase of CHT Rural Development Project 
(CHTRDP). There was only enough time for group and 
plenary discussions to identify problems and issues, 
and consolidate to prepare initial problem tree analysis, 
but the workshop demonstrated the value of group 
dynamics in tackling issues, and providing space to 
voice out individual concerns and aspirations. 

perspectives of communities who 
live there, government agencies 
who work in the region, and non-
government organizations. 

6.  Aug 
2010 

Due diligence visits 
to CHTRDP1 roads 

Jhagrabil-Rangamati  via Baradam Upazila Road of 
Upazila Rangamati Sadar and Kaptai and Rangamati 
Districts  

Kawkhali H/Q-Ghagra Bazar Upazila Road of Kawkhal 
Upazila, Rangamati District 

Wagga Junior High School to Sapchari Union Road, 
Kaptai Upazila, Rangamati District 

Manikchari - Rajbari - Juiggyachola Bazar Union (Rural) 
Road, Manichari Upazila, Kagrachari District, and  

Hansamapara - Bagmara -Antapara - Rajosthali Bodar 
Upazila Road, in Bandarban Sadar and Rowangchari 
Upazilas, Bandarban District 

Widespread unresolved issues 
uncovered resulting from lack of 
transparent procedures for land 
acquisition in previous project. 
Rigorous method for rectifying 
provided to ADB Bangladesh 
Resident Mission (BRM) for 
implementation. Lessons learned 
incorporated into preparation of 
Land Acquisition and 
Resettlement Framework (LARF) 
for this project and discussed with 
key project stakeholders. 

Y 

7.  Sept 
2010 

Rangamati Midterm workshop including key stakeholders from all 3 
districts including over 50 representatives from EA, IAs, 
HDCs, Circle Chiefs, NGOs, CSOs, government line 
departments (women‟s affairs, environment, agriculture, 
fisheries, health), mouza headmen, upazila chairmen, 
etc. Discuss likely project content and impacts including 
project safeguards. 

Continued debate over project 
components, implementation 
arrangements, agreement with 
arrangements for land acquisition 
compensation. 

Y 

8.  Sept-
Dec 
2010 

Rangamati Consultations with CHTRC, LGED, HDC, Upazila and 
union representatives and project preparatory technical 
assistance (PPTA) consultants on long list of roads to 

Long list of 264 km of rural rods 
(union and upazila) identified for 
upgrading under the Project. This 

Y  
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be upgraded under the Project. CHTRC taking lead on 
establishing selection criteria. 

is the definitive list from which all 
roads to be selected with any 
deviations being prior agreed with 
CHTRC. List is agreed to by all 
stakeholders including MOCHTA 
and is incorporated in project 
administration manual (PAM). 

9.  Sept-
Dec 
2010 

Rangamati Coordination Meetings and Thematic Presentations on 
key areas of the project design. This was carried out on 
an almost weekly basis with consultants presenting 
their findings from the field work and desk studies and 
the progress of design work in their particular thematic 
areas to a more or less permanent group comprising 
CHT stakeholders represented by the LGED, CHTRC, 
HDC focal persons and the PPTA team. The meetings 
were often contentious given the overlapping and 
sometimes conflicting interests of the different groups of 
stakeholders represented. 

The thematic presentations and 
provided opportunities to validate 
findings from the field and desk 
studies and to draw initial 
responses to the emerging design 
considerations for the various 
components. The discussions 
often led to divergent perspectives 
on the focus and scope of the 
project, however it had been 
particularly useful in bringing out 
the key expectations and biases of 
key stakeholders and to put in 
place a process for finding a 
common ground for the project 
design work. 

Y 

10.  Dec 
2010 

Rangamati Midterm workshop including key stakeholders from all 3 
districts including over 50 representatives from EA, IAs, 
HDCs, Circle Chiefs, NGOs, CSOs, government line 
departments (women‟s affairs, environment, agriculture, 
fisheries, health), mouza headmen, upazila chairmen, 
etc. Discuss likely project content and impacts including 
project safeguards. 

Presentation of the final project 
design, its components and 
implementation arrangements. 
Broad consent for project however 
some last minute requests for 
more increasing components and 
allocation of additional finances, 
etc. 

Y 

11.  Feb 
2011 

Rupashi  Bazar, 
Lama, Bandarban, 
Panijhiri Para, 
Chaikhang Union, 
Alikadam Upazila, 
Bandarban 

Consultations with communities and in particular 
resettlement and land acquisition affected people along 
the proposed Panijhiri Para to Chingkum Para road. In 
conjunction with the preparation of the land acquisition 
and resettlement plan (LARP), ADB consultants 
explained the impacts and entitlements of affected 
people, and sought broad community support for the 
subproject. 

Several questions were raised and 
answered, see consultation record 
attached. The community was 
very supportive of the proposed 
road. 

Y 
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 12.  Mar 

2011 
Rangamati ADB fact-finding mission to draw together all aspects of 

the project and seek agreement on the final project 
design. 

CHTRC were keen on less roads 
and more community 
development. Rationale for roads 
as catalyst for other (community) 
development activities was once 
again explained in detail. 
Consensus reached on design 
and way forward. 

Y 

13.  Mar 
2011 

Uttar Shantipur, and 
Baurapar, 
Panchhari. 
Khagrachhari. 

Consultations with communities and in particular 
resettlement and land acquisition affected people along 
the proposed Panchhari growth centre to Bhaibonsora 
growth centre road. In conjunction with the preparation 
of the LARP, ADB consultants explained the impacts 
and entitlements of affected people, and sought broad 
community support for the subproject. 

Several questions were raised and 
answered, See consultation record 
attached. The community was 
very supportive of the proposed 
road. 

Y 

14.  Mar 
2011 

Chaingkhong 
Mukhpara,and 
Moipara, Rajostholi, 
Rangamati 

Consultations with communities and in particular 
resettlement and land acquisition affected people along 
the proposed Poaito (RHD)-Zimrong-Chaingkhong 
Mukhpara road. In conjunction with the preparation of 
the LARP, ADB consultants explained the impacts and 
entitlements of affected people, and sought broad 
community support for the subproject. 

Several questions were raised and 
answered, See consultation record 
attached. The community was 
very supportive of the proposed 
road. 

Y 
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DETAILS OF CONSULTATIONS 
 

Introductory Meeting of TA 7432-BAN: Second CHT Rural Development Project (CHTRDP-II) 
Venue: TA Office Conference Room 
Date: 2 June 2010 / Time: 9:30 AM 

 
List of the attendees Main Points of Discussion 

1. Ms. Yasmin Siddiqi, Mission leader, ADB, Philippines 
2. Ms. Marlene Fuentes, CEO, ANZDEC, New Zealand 
3. Mr. Jean Foerster, TA Team Leader (TL), ANZDEC 
4. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples 

(RIP) Specialist, ANZDEC 
5. Ms. Jill Browning, Rural Access Engineer (RAE), ANZDEC 
6. Mr. Jaindra Karki, Rural Water Resources Engineer 

(RRWRE), ANZDEC 
7. Mr. Debadatta Khisa, Ex-Project Director (PD), PMU, 

CHTRDP-I 
8. Mr. Usaton Talukder, Member, CHTRC and TA Focal Person 

from CHTRC 
9. Mr. Dipak Chakraborty, CEO, Rangamati HDC (RHDC) and 

PD, TA-7432 
10. Mr. Dewan A.H Alamgir, Marketing and Value Chain (MVC) 

Specialist, PPTA 
11. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, Deputy Team Leader (DTL), PPTA 
12. Ms. Sinora Chakma, Social Development (SD) and Gender 

Specialist 
13. Mr. Rafael Tripura, Rural Development Engineer (RDE), 

PPTA 
14. Mr. Ashish Kumar Paul, Executive Engineer (XEN), LGED, 

Rangamati and Focal person from LGED 
15. Khalilur-ur Rahman, Deputy Chief, MoCHTA and Focal 

Person, MoCHTA 
16. Mr. Dayal Kumar Chakma, TA Coordinator 

1. Welcome address by Ms. Siddiqi 
and then the meeting was started 
with the self-introduction of the 
attendees 

2. Introduction about the launching of 
PPTA by Ms. Siddiqi, ADB and 
Ms. Fuentes, ANZDEC 

3. Briefing about the roles and 
responsibilities of the international 
and national consultants for the 
successful implementation of the 
TA project 

 
Meeting with Mr. J.B. Larma, Chairman, CHTRC 

Venue: CHTRC Conference Room 
Date: 2 June 2010 / Time: 11:30 AM 

 
List of Attendees Points of discussion 

1. Mr. J.B.Larma, Chairman, CHTRC 
2. Ms. Yasmin Siddiqi, Mission Leader, ADB 
3. Ms. Marlene Feuntes, CEO, ANZDEC 
4. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, ANZDEC 
5. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, PPTA 
6. Mr. Usaton Talukder, Member, CHTRC and TA Focal Person 

from CHTRC 
7. Mr. Goutam Kumar Chakma, Member, CHTRC 
8. Mr. Sadhu Ram Tripura. Member, CHTRC 
9. Mr. Sneha Ranjan Chakma, member, CHTRC 
10. Mr. Mahburur Rahman, Member, CHTRC 
11. Mr. Krishna Chandra Chakma, Executive officer, CHTRC 
12. Ms. Subarna Chakma, Asst. Executive Officer, CHTRC 

1. A brief introduction about the 
launching of TA by Ms. Siddiqi and 
she sought cooperation from the 
Chairman, CHTRC 

2. The Chairman highly appreciated 
the role of ADB for development of 
CHT and promised his 
wholehearted support to TA team 
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 Meeting with Executive Engineer, LGED 

Executive Engineer’s office 
Date: 2 June  2010 / Time: 12:30 PM 

 
Officials present Points of discussion 

1. Ms.Yasmin Siddiqi, Mission leader, ADB 
2. Ms. Marlene Feuntes, CEO, ANZDEC 
3. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, ANZDEC 
4. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, ANZDEC 
5. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, ANZDEC 
6. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, PPTA 
7. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, PPTA 
8. Mr. Ashish Kumar Paul, XEN, LGED 
9. Assistant Engineer, LGED 

1. Briefed about the PPTA‟s rural 
infrastructure component by Ms. 
Siddiqi 

2. Mr. Ashish briefed about the 
activities of LGED in CHT 

 
Briefing Meeting about the Inception Report of the PPTA 

By Mr. Jean Forester, TA Team leader 
Venue: TA Office Conference Room  
Date: 2 June 2010 / Time: 3:00 PM 

 
Consultants attended Agenda 

1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, ANZDEC 
2. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP Specialist, ANZDEC 
3. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, ANZDEC 
4. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, ANZDEC 
5. Ms. Sinora Chakma, SD&G Specialist, PPTA 
6. Mr. Dewan Alamgir, M&VC Specialist, PPTA 
7. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, PPTA 
8. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, PPTA 

PPTA Team leader briefed about the 
contents of the Inception Report 

 
Introductory meeting with Chairman, Rangamati HDC (RHDC) 

Date: 3 June 2010, Time: 9:30 AM 
 

Participants Agenda 
1. Ms. Yasmin Siddiqi, Mission leader, ADB 
2. Ms. Marlene Fuentes, CEO, ANZDEC 
3. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, ANZDEC 
4. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, PPTA 
5. Mr. Dipak Chakraborty, CEO, RHDC and TA Focal 

Person from RHDC 
6. Mr. Arunendu Tripura, Public Relations Officer, RHDC 

Ms. Siddiqi briefly introduced the PPTA, 
ANZDEC and the TL. Chairman, RHDC 
appreciated the activities of CHTRDP-I and 
suggested some interventions in the 
implementation of the 2

nd
 Phase of the 

Project. 

 
Meeting with Mr. Robert Stoelman, Chief (Implementation), UNDP-CHTDF and UNDSC 

Date: 2 June 2010, Time: 5:00 pm 
 

Participants Agenda 
1. Ms.Yasmin Siddiqi, Mission leader, ADB 
2. Ms. Marlene Fuentes, CEO, ANZDEC 
3. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, ANZDEC 
4. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, PPTA 

Mr. Stoelman briefed about the requirement 
and procedural matters of security clearance 
for International consultants hired by 
ANZDEC and ADB. 
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Meeting with LGED, Rangamati District 
Date: 8 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

1. Mr. Ashish Kumar Paul, 
XEN, LGED 

2. Mr. Prati Pada Dewan, 
Assistant Engineer, LGED 

 
PPTA Team: 
3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
4. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 

1. LGED has prepared a list of roads that are considered a high 
priority for inclusion in CHTRDP-II. This includes roads proposed 
for implementation under CHTRDP-I but not constructed due to 
shortage of funds, plus a number of other roads that they identified 
as priorities. The list is being translated into English. The Minister 
of MoCHTA is looking for funding for a 600m – 700m long bridge 
across the lake plus a 1 km long approach road to link 2 existing 
roads.  

2. LGED provided us with their road inventory for Rangamati (this 
also gives locations of markets & growth centers) – an Access 
database. They are also gathering together maps, documents and 
information for us – this includes specifications, drawings, costs 
etc. for different rural access types. 

3. Road designs and specifications are considered satisfactory in 
general. However, in the hills drainage, retaining walls and toe 
walls need to be improved. Road width is often inadequate. LGED 
recommends that road formation width should be a minimum of 24 
ft (7.4m) for Upazilla roads and 18 ft (5.5m) for Union roads. 

4. Mobilizing equipment is a problem around the Kaptai Lake in the 
dry season. LGED suffers from a shortage of road machinery and 
equipment. They will provide us with an inventory of their existing 
machinery and equipment, its age and condition, together with a 
list of additional items they consider essential and others that 
would be useful. 

5. Government of Bangladesh (GOB) provides LGED with an annual 
maintenance fund of Taka (Tk) 30 million. Every year LGED carries 
out road surface surveys, road traffic surveys and updates the road 
inventory. A road roughness survey is conducted every 3 years. 
Union Councils also provide information on damage to roads and 
request repairs. As maintenance funds are inadequate for the 
entire CHT road network LGED prioritizes. They request ADB to 
provide a maintenance funds under CHTRDP-II. 

6. Sand and stone have to be transported from Sylhet, which makes 
them very expensive. The schedule of rates for the CHT was 
updates in 2009.  

7. LGED is short of funds for recurrent costs, for example, they often 
cannot afford fuel and upkeep costs of boats.  

8. In Rangamati Districts, there are capable contractors, but some 
contractor training may be needed. Skilled labor is in short supply. 
LGED suggests that CHTRDP-II should include training to upgrade 
the skills of laborers and also community training so they can 
participate effectively in road/track construction. A survey and 
design team should be incorporated in CHTRDP-II. 
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 Field visit to Sapchari Para, Wagga Union, Kaptai Upazilla, Rangamati District,  

Date: 10 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 

1. Mr. Subimal Tanchangya, 
Headmaster, Wagga High 
School. Tel: 0155 376 8252 

 
PPTA Team:  
2. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
3. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 

Specialist, ANZDEC 
4. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
5. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 
 
 

1. Wagga Union has 45 paras and 3,000 to 5,000 people. Sapchari 
Para, where Wagga Junior High School is situated, has 50 
households (HH). Under CHTRDP-I ring-wells, a community 
center, a road and bridge were constructed. Sapchari is listed as a 
Hills para and primarily is of Tanjanga ethnicity, with some Marma. 
The agricultural economy is primarily based on ploughed rice, also 
tumeric, ginger and bananas.  The community is connected to the 
electricity grid. ASA, BRAC, IDF, Green Hills, Grameen Bank, and 
UNICEF have worked in the village. The high school has about 300 
students.  There is no health clinic. The para is mostly Buddhist.  

2. Wagga Junior High School to Sapchari Union Road, 0.93 km long 
with HBB surface, was constructed in 2006/07 under CHTRDP I. 
Total cost of the road was Tk6,702,000. It replaced an earth path. 
Six culverts, each 5m wide, 4 U-drains and 1 L-drain were included 
in the road project. A 45m long RCC bridge with 3 spans was 
constructed across a small river at the start of the road. The bridge 
cost Tk4,603,000. It is well constructed and in excellent condition. 
Apart from 1 missing brick and minor settlement, the road is in 
good condition. However, no provision has been made for the safe 
disposal of water flowing through the culverts under the road. Deep 
narrow gullies have developed in the hillside below the culverts 
and in future drainage water may undercut the culverts. Local 
people consider the road and bridge particularly beneficial. 
Numbers of students attending school in the wet season have 
increased, people can get to health care facilities more quickly and 
easily, it is now easier for farmers to get to market and middlemen 
sometimes visit farms to buy ginger and turmeric. 

3. An additional 2.5km extension of the road, which was proposed 
under CHTRDP-I, could not be constructed due to shortage of 
funds – local people hope that the work can be completed under 
Phase 2.  
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Meeting with Kyaw Shwe Hla, Chairman of the Bandarban Hill District Council (BHDC)  
Date: 14 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 
ANZDEC 

2. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, 
PPTA 

3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 
ANZDEC 

4. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 
ANZDEC 

5. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, 
ANZDEC 

6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 
Specialist, ANZDEC 

7. Swe Min Zaw, Private 
Secretary to Chairman 

8. A.B.M Nasirul Alam (Deputy 
Secretary), Chief Executive 
Officer, BHDC 

1. The TL introduced the TA to the HDC Chairman and indicated 
that this was a courtesy visit that would be followed up with 
substantive meetings during the TA. 

2. The Chairman indicated that a primary interest is for a modern 
water system for Bandarban town, where water scarcity is a 
continuing problem. 

3. For village development work, the Chairman indicated that the 
TA should work closely with the para karbari system and that 
horticulture to replace jhum, where feasible, is an important 
priority. 

 

 
Meeting with Bandarban Deputy Commissioner (DC) 

Date: 14 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 

1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 
ANZDEC 

2. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, 
PPTA 

3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 
PPTA 

4. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 
ANZDEC 

5. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, 
ANZDEC 

6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 
Specialist, ANZDEC 

1. The DC firstly noted the need for extreme security caution when 
in the field and adherence to procedure. [The team‟s visit required 
5 man strong armed police escort (pistols, rifles and automatic 
weapons) for all consultations with villagers in Bandarban.] 

2. The DC advised UNDP had worked 10 years in the district but 
popular opinion is that there is no visible evidence of the work 
hence the view that money is wasted. The DC also said that most 
staff working for UN were IPs and this was not right approach 
since people generally believe that the development activities are 
uniquely for IPs. However, DC advised UNDP were very good for 
training. 

3. The DC offered his opinion that Army assisted tourism was a 
viable option for development. The DC favored cable cars to take 
tourists into the hills. The revenue could be handed over to the 
DHC, which is not financially self-sufficient. 

4. The DC also suggested hydropower since much water was 
available. 

5. The DC advised not to overlap with other agencies including 
UNICEF. 

6. The DC advised that recruitment of the team working during TA 
and implementation phase should be neutral. Bengali and IP 
should have equal opportunity…in addition; projects developed 
should be neutral to Bengali and IP communities. However, tribes 
with very little population could be favored. 

7. The DC advised that in the project design, consultation should be 
by locals and administration but financial flows, monitoring and 
reporting should be via the central government or else the money 
could go missing. 
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8. The DC further advised that many development initiatives were 
started but no development resulted…. he suggested we should 
have a clear view of what we wanted to do. 

9. One of the problems with the Bandarban area related to the lack 
of attractions for professionals. “As soon as they are assigned to 
Bandarban, they flee….” The CHTRDP II should build 
infrastructure to attract professionals to stay here, such as 
doctors. 

10. Education was very backwards the DC said, equally for Bengali 
and some IPs…. now IPs started to come to school. There was 
confrontation for access to schools and among IP, Chakmas 
tended to get most of the scholarship. 

11. TL suggested a workshop for stakeholders for the DMF 
development to ensure all the good advice the DC was 
presenting to the team would be included as 
appropriate…however the DC advised workshops were not useful 
in his opinion. He advised the team to discuss direct with the 
villagers about their needs and come back to GoB for validation 
and finalization. 

12. The DC further advised fruit culture at large scale should be 
endorsed….as well as marketing. The DC was not in favour of 
small horticulture development. 

13. The DC reiterated that CHT HDCs should be financially self 
sufficient and so project activities should be designed to allow 
financial flows through the HDCs e.g. revolving funds….so that 
they can more in charge of the projects the HDCs wants to 
pursue. 

14. The DC said the councils should be strong on management but 
should avoid politics….and this should be valid for the projects 
supported by CHTRDP-II. We should avoid development 
proposals that are politically sensitive. 

15. The DC advised that remote access may need helicopter. 
Permission for remote access was needed and so a helicopter 
could take us there. The DC further advised that we could use the 
Army as development partner. The Army was everywhere and so 
we could use it, for example to make roads along with the HDCs, 
local people and the GOB administration. The DC advised that 
contractors didn‟t always work well and so the Army could provide 
quality control for the projects. 

16. The DC advised us to make a master plan for roads….LGED was 
working on this also. We should study other initiatives so we don‟t 
overlap. 

17. Finally, the DC advised the project could implement at the 
Upazila level however, the monitoring and reporting should be 
done by the central government. 
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Meeting with LGED, Bandarban District 
Date: 14 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

1. Tobazzal Ahmed, XEN 
 Tel: 01711 588 583 
2. Swpan Paul, Senior 

Assistant Engineer 
 Tel: 01711 205 622 
 
PPTA Team: 
3. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC 
4. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
5. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 

1. LGED staff in the district HQ comprise: 1 executive engineer, 1 
senior assistant engineer, 1 assistant engineer, 1 sub assistant 
engineer, 1 laboratory technician, 1 sociologist and a number of 
support staff. LGED has 20 staff in each Upazila: 1 Upazila 
engineer, 1 assistant Upazila engineer, 3 sub assistant 
engineers, 1 surveyor, 4 work assistants and 10 support staff. 

2. LGED provided a table showing Upazila and Union roads 
implemented under CHTRDP I and details of access 
infrastructure that could not be completed due to shortage of 
funds. Incomplete access infrastructure includes some 28 km of 
roads and 3 large bridges with lengths of 250m, 160m and 40m. 
The estimated cost for the 250m bridge, which is needed in 
Bandarban Sadar, is Tk50,000,000. 

3. Road traffic and roughness surveys are carried out each year. 
GOB provides Tk40,000,000 a year for road maintenance in 
Bandarban District, which covers the maintenance costs of about 
60km of the total 2,341 km of roads in the district – 172km of 
roads have flexible pavement, 266 km have HBB surfaces and 
the rest are earth. Maintenance of earth roads is the responsibility 
of the Upazilas. Every Union employs 10 poor women to repair 
and maintain the earth roads – each woman is responsible for a 
particular road section. For the 29 Unions in the district, 290 
women are employed – funds to pay them are provided by LGED.  

4. Transport of materials to the remoter parts of the district is a 
major expense. A bag of cement that costs Tk350 in Bandarban 
Sadar will cost Tk450 in the remoter Unions of the district. 

5. Well qualified and experience contractors exist in the district. 
Where a road is divided into a number of packages with different 
contractors, the sequence of work can be a problem – delays by 
one contractor can cause difficulties for other contractors.  Better 
publicity is needed to encourage more local participation in road 
construction. 

 
Meeting with Community of Kara Para 

Sari Union, Lama Upazila, Bandarban District 
Date: 15 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

PPTA Team: 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC 
2. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, 

PPTA 
3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
4. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
5. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 

Specialist, ANZDEC 
6. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

1. Kafru Para was establish over 100 years ago (villagers say as 
long as 300 years ago) and now has 38 HHs. The army 
constructed the road past the village in 1987/88. The road allows 
villagers to sell their produce, but the army is trying to stop jhum 
cultivation and also outsiders are migrating into the area and 
have occupied village jhum land. The village is Mro ethnicity and 
converted to a Korean sponsored Christianity some 12 years 
earlier. The road-induced in-migration, population growth, and 
resulting deforestation have depleted the local springs. The 
villagers themselves cut off and sold much of their watershed to 
sell the timber/bamboo to outsiders.   

2.  The major problem faced by the village is domestic water. In the 
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ANZDEC past the population was smaller and there were many springs and 
streams higher up the hillside, which was densely forested. The 
trees have been cut down and the springs have dried up. A diesel 
pump, installed by the army 2 years ago to pump water 2km 
(1,500 m given in Raphael's report for the ADB Water Resource 
Study) up the hillside from a stream to 2 storage tanks just below 
the village, broke down 4 months ago. The army has promised to 
repair it, but in the meantime people have to walk 2 km down the 
very steep hillside to collect water. When the pump was installed, 
a Tk200,000 fund was established to operate the pump. The 
army controls the fund and provides the village with 
Tk2,000/month. Villagers said that Tk4,000/month would be 
needed to run the pump every day, but generally they ran it every 
3 days. Two or three volunteers took responsibility for running the 
pump. People with GI roofs collect rainwater in large aluminium 
pots. 

3. Local people are interested in growing fruit trees if planting 
material is provided.  There is a high potential for agro-forestry to 
restore the depleted watershed, with land titling to protect the 
investment.  

4. Under CHTRDP-I a school was provided, but the village has 
difficulty attracting and keeping teachers. They would like a 
teacher's house to be built to encourage a teacher to stay in the 
village. There is a Marma teacher who they say would stay for 
longer periods in the village if such a teacher‟s house were 
available.  

5. Another village need is steps from the road down to the village 
(about 200m) and then continuing down the hillside to other 
villages. They estimate that a total of 1,500m of steps are 
needed. 

 
Meeting with Community of Antaha Para 

Naya Potong Union, Rowangchhari Upazila, Bandarban District 
Date: 15 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

PPTA Team: 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC 
2. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, 

PPTA 
3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
4. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
5. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 

Specialist, ANZDEC 
6. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 

1. The village has 4 communities (Tripura, Marma, Tanchangyas 
and Uchai (?), with 77 households. Most are Baptist, Christian. 
The village is categorized as a Hills community.  

2. The Union road through Antaha Para was constructed under 
CHTRDP I. It has a BC surface and is in good condition. The road 
is considered to have had a beneficial effect in enabling people to 
get their goods to market and traders to visit the village.  

3. A junior high school was provided under CHTRDP-I. 

4. A brick path from the Union road past the church/community 
centre was provided by the Upazila Council. 

5. A domestic water supply gravity flow system (GFS) was 
constructed to 300 households in 2004 by Department of Public 
Health. One outlet was provided for every 5 households.  Every 
year the water becomes undrinkable in the wet season due to the 
heavy silt load. In addition, last year the system was out of order 
for 4 months due to a landslide damaging the pipeline and this 
year the pipeline has been damaged again. Women are fetching 
water from a 10 ft deep ring well some distance from the village, 
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however the well sometimes dries up in the dry season and it 
floods in the wet season. Two additional ring wells are now dry for 
most of the year. 

6. 15 HHs have 1-2 acre plots in the flat valley bottom. Rice and 
vegetables are the main crops. Rice is planted in July and 
harvested in Nov/Dec. Vegetables (mainly potatoes) are then 
planted. Some early paddy is planted in March. No pumps have 
been provided to date. If pumps were available some farmers 
could grow 3 crops a year. The other households practice jhum 
cultivation on plots of up to 5 acres on the hill slopes. On jhum 
they cultivate banana, papaya, some fruits tree, vegetable and 
rice. Ginger and turmeric are widely cultivated by all family but 
yields are low due to lack of agricultural knowledge.  

7. The village has a cooperative generator, 3 TVs and 6 mobile 
phones. 

8. Needs expressed by the community include: 

 Improved domestic water supply. 
 Household latrines. 
 A 3km-4km Union road with one culvert to connect the village 

to their vegetable gardens. It would replace a kacha track. 
 An extension to the brick track past the church, with 3 

branches to another para – total length about 1km. 
 Construction of cross dams  

 
Meeting with Community of Chemi Dulu Para 

Kuhalong Union, Bandarban Sadar Upazila, Bandarban District 
Date: 16 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

PPTA Team: 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC 
2. Mr. Sudibya Khisa, DTL, 

PPTA 
3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
4. Mr. Jaindra Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
5. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 

Specialist, ANZDEC 
6. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 

1. 215 households in the village which is said to have existed for 
over 200 years. The village is Marma ethnicity. Religion was not 
discussed, but the community would appear to be Buddhist. 
About 50 households in the village have sufficient land to make a 
living from it. Most villagers have only very small plots unsuitable 
for cultivation and work as agricultural day laborers. 60% of 
households have land titles and others would like them. Some 
upland areas have been lost to outsiders.   

2. The village owns a forest area and has planted trees. They are 
interested in getting help with agro-forestry and would like to 
establish a tree nursery, including medicinal trees and fruit trees 
such as mangoes. ECO, an NGO with offices in Bandarban town, 
has been supporting some pilot agro-forestry work but their 
assistance will come to an end in March 2011. The NGO and 
villagers would like ADB to continue the work as they 
acknowledge the need for watershed management to improve 
water resources. They say that teak trees decrease water 
resources and soil fertility so they want to grow eco friendly trees.  
The NGO will forward to the TA a proposal for continuing their 
model agro-forestry project under the TA.   

3. Various infrastructure provided under CHTRDP-I including a 
500m long by 2m wide concrete village track (mostly in good 
condition – a few small areas of damage and some cracks), 300m 
village access roads with brick soling in 2 villages, a footbridge 
(20m long), a market and 3 cross dams mainly for fish ponds (40 
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kg/month of Ruhi and other fish are sold). The partner NGO ECO 
was responsible for infrastructure design (undertaken by a 
surveyor and sub-assistant engineer), tendering and construction 
supervision. The community is very happy with the CHTRDP I 
infrastructure. 

4. The CHTRC has provided HBB footpaths around the village. 
Some of these had a layer of mud over them at the time of our 
visit. Ideally, they should have been raised a little above ground 
level and provided with cross drainage. 

5. Small repairs and minor maintenance is the responsibility of the 
community. Help is requested from the CHTRC for more 
expensive works. 

6. About 75% houses have sanitation provided by World Vision and 
Green Hill NGO.  

7. 4 power tillers were provided to the village through ECO and the 
Para Development Committee (PDC). There was a 10% 
community contribution to the cost. The PDC manages and 
maintains the tillers. 

8. UNDP has provided the village with some CNG taxis, which are 
managed by the PDC. 

9. Electricity is available in the village, but most households cannot 
afford a connection. 

10. The main needs expressed by the villagers included: 
 A tube well for drinking water. 
 A private coaching centre for children, as education is 

lagging in the village. 
 2 village access tracks, each 0.5 km long. 
 A dam with a sluice gate to irrigate 50 acres of land. 

11. Villagers stressed that they want to be responsible for 
constructing infrastructure themselves, rather than handing it over 
to LGED for implementation. There are very few local skilled 
artisans. Villagers would like to learn construction skills of various 
types to enable them to implement infrastructure projects 
themselves 
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Meeting with Community of Bonjugichara Union, Juraichari Upazila, Rangamati District 
19 June 2010 

 

Participants Agenda 

1. Mr. Prabortak Chakma, Chairman, 
Juraichari Upazila 

2. Mr. Nibaran Chakma, Chairman, 
Bonjugichara Union 

3. Mr. Shamal Kanti Chakra, 
Chairman, Juraichari Union 

4. Ms. Josna Talukdar, Upazila 
member 

1.  

PPTA Team: 
5. Dr. John Stevens, Agriculture 

Specialist , ANZDEC 
6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP Specialist, 

ANZDEC 
7. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, ANZDEC 
8. Mr. Jaindara Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
9. Ms. Sinora Chakma, SD&G 

Specialist,  PPTA 
10. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, PPTA 
11. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, DTL, 

PPTA 
 

1. The Bonjugichara Union Parishad Chairman at the meeting room of Bonjugichara Union Parishad 
organized the meeting. Local UP chairmen, members, Headmen, Karbaris and about 15 local para 
residents including 4 female para residents attended the meeting which was presided over by the 
Juraichari Upazila Chairman. The Upazila Chairman welcomed the team to his Upazila and briefed 
about his Upazila composition and the communities residing therein, their problems being faced and 
their possible solutions to the team. 

2. The population in the Upazila is about 28,000 belonging to 5,000 HHs in 124 paras of 4 unions. 
Almost 98% of all the population belongs to Chakma communities, other 2% being of Tanchangya 
communities. It reported there are no Bengali settlers from the plain in this village and strong 
leadership in the village.  

3. Livelihood of the majority of the poor communities is dependent on Jhum (shifting cultivation) who 
are living in the remote hilly areas and fishing in the lake that live in the lakeside. Some farmers who 
are known to have achieved a partial rice security (who have both fringe lands and hilly lands) 
cultivate one crop of boro rice in the fringe lands when lake water recedes, fruit and timber trees in 
their hill slopes. Preferred fruit trees include Jackfruit, Mango, Litchi and pineapple. Timber trees 
include exotic species-teak (Tectona grandis), indigenous species like Gamari (Gmelina arborea) 
and koroi (Albizzia procera). Farmers also cultivate all kinds of vegetables like brinjal (eggplants), 
okra (ladies finger), beans (French bean/yard long bean/winter bean etc), tomatoes, potatoes/sweet 
potatoes etc including tobacco in the foot hills where lake water does not reach and submerge these 
lands. It was reported rice yield in Jhum is declining due to its reduced cycle and is only enough for 
3-6 months sustenance depending on the recuperation period of jhum sites. So the jhumias are 
cultivating along with jhum - a spice crop - turmeric, which is supporting good cash earning for 
jhumias. It was reported that a jhumia was earning Tk150,000 from one Ari jhum plots (a measuring 
unit of jhum area cultivated).   

4. The local leaders and the para people appreciated and spoke highly of positive impacts of the 
projects implemented by the CDCs (Community Development Committees) constituted at Union 
Level (4 CDCs for 4 Union) under CHTRDP I (This may actually be UNDP). The projects 
implemented were: a) supply of power tillers, b) pump machines c) Paddy threshers/shredders, d) 
construction of irrigation canals and e) shallow tube wells. It was reported that the allotted amount of 
Tk4 million for each CDC that covered many paras was not sufficient to cover all the paras and their 
communities. So there were complaints from the communities that some paras were left out and 
those para communities were deprived of the project benefits. The Upazila Chairman and UP 
Chairmen  also explained to the team that they were neither involved nor consulted in the selection 
and implementation of the projects under CHTRDP-I and they were  not aware if the projects 
reflected the community needs and aspirations that also resulted in curbing/contesting their 
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leadership roles and conflicting power relations with CDC leaders. They suggested that they should 
be at least informed if not consulted (but they don‟t want to have control) in the selection and 
implementation of the projects (that would achieve better monitoring and performance, work against 
corruption-as they see it) to be undertaken in the next ADB financed second CHTRDP whatever the 
implementation arrangement might be either through CDC or PDC and opined for PDC-a better 
option that would have a wide coverage and more grass-root approach. 

5. A 2.9 km HBB track through Juraichari Hat Bazaar was constructed under CHTRDP I. It is in 
reasonable condition although there has been some settlement and a few bricks have crumbled. 
Local people provided unskilled labour for construction but skilled labour came from outside. There 
is no evidence of any road maintenance. We were told that if repairs are needed the Upazila will 
demand assistance from LGED. Local people would like training in construction skills so that there is 
less need to employ outsiders. 

6. The Focus Groups unanimously suggested for the Chatpudighat para with a population of 700 of 
180 households under Juraichari Upazila for TA 6 subproject selection and design. 

7. The community leaders in this FGD projected their needs and aspirations to the team with their 
problems and probable solutions as follows (ranked in order of their preference): 

 

Livelihood problems/difficulties Suggested solutions Comment 

i. Difficulty in accessing to Upazila 
town/ Union /Village markets during 
dry season when the communities 
are compelled to hike through 
difficult trails having knee-deep, in 
some cases waist deep muddy 
spots. The local health centre has no 
doctor because of the access 
problem (traveling through 
drawdown zones) 

A 20 km bitumen 
carpeted/brick-soling road 
from Vizakizing area to 
Upazila town crossing 
different unions/paras, 
suggested to be constructed 
across  the hill sides above 
the lake water level 

This road is the most pressing 
need of the communities in 
this Upazila and for improving 
their livelihood. It was 
supported by all participants 
including women and topped 
the priority list.  

An estimated 100 km of para 
access tracks and 5 or 6 boat 
landings are also needed, but 
are a lower priority. 

ii. Non-availability of safe drinking 
water during dry season in some 
paras for which the communities 
have to depend on the improvised 
dug wells 

Installation of  one or two 
deep tube wells [TW] (1 TW 
for 20-25 families) in those 
paras where shallow tube-
wells/ring wells dry out of 
water during dry season 

It was reported that in some 
paras, tube wells/ ring wells 
did not work due to deep 
ground water level 

iii. Irrigation canals flood in the wet 
season and fill with silt. 

Provision of a 6" pipeline to 
replace the canal to supply 
irrigation to 1,000 acres (?) 

This would permit one crop of 
early paddy. 
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iv. Insufficient availability of power-
tillers, power pumps and irrigation 
canals 

Supply of more agriculture 
boosting equipments for rice / 
vegetable cultivation and fruit 
gardening that will achieve 
food security in the locality by 
bringing existing unused 
fringe lands under cultivation 
coverage.  

Rice yields in the fringe lands 
during water draw-down 
period of 6 months were 
reported to be 2.5 to 3.5 
tons/acre and known to have 
achieved only due to making  
availability of irrigation and 
tilling facilities provided under 
CHTRDPI 

v. Unsustainability of community 
based fruit tree gardening project for 
community livelihood improvement 
selected and implemented by PDCs 
formed under CEP of UNDP-CHTDF 
(Each para received a Quick Impact 
Fund of Taka 0.4 million) 

Individual household 
gardening with the supply of 
desired good quality fruit tree 
saplings based on individual 
choice, may be supplied from 
government horticultural 
nurseries or establishing 
community nurseries in the 
paras well ahead of planting 
season with  sufficient hands-
on training facilities  

Among the livelihood projects 
of the PDCs, only community 
cow rearing was known to 
have worked well that fetched 
those para communities a 
better cash earning with good 
dividends. 

vi. Insufficient fund allocation from 
the government source for local level 
development activities channeled 
through local government institutions 
from Upazila Parishad to Union 
Parishads - reported to have 
received a recurrent annual budget 
allocation of Tk4 million for the 
Upazila which is further sub-divided 
and allotted to the unions (each 
union consists of 9 wards) each of 
which receives Tk0.8 million that is 
far below fulfilling desired 
expectations of community 
development of the Paras.    

Requested for increased 
budget of at least Tk10 million 
for undertaking community 
development activities in each 
Union successively allotted 
during the project period of 
the next CHTRDP-II 

Chronic shortage of 
government funds for rural 
development activities 
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Meeting with Mr. Kujendra Lal Tripura, Chairman, Khagrachari HDC (KHDC) 
Date: 22 June 2010 

 
Participants Agenda 

PPTA Team 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, ANZDEC 
2. Dr. John Stevens, Agriculture 

Specialist , ANZDEC 
3. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, DTL, PPTA 
4. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, PPTA 
5. Mr. Jaindara Karki, RWRE, ANZDEC 
6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP Specialist, 

ANZDEC 
7. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, ANZDEC 
8. Ms. Sinora Chakma, SD&G Specialist, 

PPTA 

1. Courtesy call  
2. He welcomed and assured his wholehearted 

cooperation to the team in implementing the TA. 

 
Meeting with LGED, Kharachari District 

Date: 22 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 

1. G.M Siddiqui, XEN, LGED  
 
2. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC 
3. Mr. Raphael Tripura, RDE 

PPTA 
4. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 

1. Under Phase 1, 75 km of roads and 400 m of bridges and 
culverts were completed at a cost of Tk360,000,000. 

2. LGED provided a table showing Upazila and Union roads 
implemented under CHTRDP-I and details of access 
infrastructure that could not be completed due to shortage of 
funds. Incomplete access infrastructure includes some 70 km of 
roads - these remain a priority. The estimated cost is 
approximately Tk5,000,000 (about $71,400) per km, including 
bridges and culverts. 

3. Road traffic and road condition surveys are carried out each year. 
Road traffic is thought to be increasing by 30-40% per annum. 
GOB provides Tk35,000,000/year for road maintenance in 
Khagrachari District. About 35 km to 36 km of the 86 km of BC 
roads are maintained each year. 86 women are employed to 
carry out routine maintenance of the 86 km of BC roads. 
Contractors tender for road maintenance contracts. They have 
found that mixing Bengali and IP workers sometimes creates 
tension. However, mixed women's groups are generally 
satisfactory.  Maintenance of earth roads is the responsibility of 
the Upazilas. Each Union employs 10 poor women to repair and 
maintain the earth roads – teams of 2 women are responsible for 
a 1 km road section. 350 poor women are employed on earth 
road maintenance in the district at a cost of Tk12,400,000/year – 
funds to pay them are provided by LGED. The women are paid 
Tk100/day, part of which is paid into a savings account which 
they can draw on after 4 years. 
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Meeting with Tripura Community Members of Chitta Member Tripura Para 
Boalkhali Union, Dighinala Upazila 

Date: 22 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 

1. Mr. Sayedullah Miah, 
Upazila Engineer, LGED 
Dighinala 

 
PPTA Team 
2. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC  
3. Dr. John Stevens, 

Agriculture Specialist , 
ANZDEC  

4. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, 
DTL, PPTA  

5. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, 
PPTA 

6. Mr. Jaindara Karki, RWRE, 
ANZDEC 

7. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 
Specialist, ANZDEC   

8. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 
ANZDEC 

9. Ms. Sinora Chakma, SD&G 
Specialist, PPTA 

1. The Chitta Member Para has 70 HHs of Tripura communities. 
Some of the communities were met and interviewed at Tulapara 
(a Chakma para) who were returning from the market and taking 
rest at the roadside shop on their way home. They were observed 
to have bought rice, chicken and vegetables from the market as 
many of them were known to have shortages of rice in the month 
of May-June (which is the lean period- waiting for jhum products) 
and they were known to face difficulty in raising poultry birds 
which were frequently attacked and taken away by wild cats and 
foxes. They manage to have some savings out of sale of ginger 
and dried turmeric to nearby Boalkhali and Babuchara Bazar. 
Some of them were also carrying grafted seedlings of their 
desired fruit trees (litchi) bought from the market. They were not 
aware of the quality of the seedlings, but convinced by vendor 
that the seedlings were of the best quality belonging to China-3 
variety 

2. Under CHTRDP-I, Jamtali Road (Thana Bazar to Alamgirtila?), a 
5 km long road with a 10 ft wide BC surface was provided. It 
finishes near Chitta Member Para. A rough muddy footpath 
continues from the end of road. Local people and LGED would 
like the road extended another 12 km under Ph2 to link 7 or 8 
paras to the main road network and markets. Several bridges and 
culverts would be needed. LGED estimates the total cost of the 
proposed road to be in the region of Tk48,000,000. A road survey 
has already been undertaken – it can be obtained from LGED 
Dhaka (no copy available in the District). A group of people met at 
Tulapara market, many of whom had walked for several km, 
named the road extension as their highest priority, followed by 
electricity, then domestic water. 

3. The communities were found very enthusiastic in getting training 
and other logistic supports from the next phase of CHTRDP in 
raising a para community plant nursery in order to have their own 
desired seedlings. 

4. One para resident was known to have 10 ac of hilly land (without 
any ownership deed) where he practices jhum for rice, turmeric 
and ginger alongside with raising many timber and fruit species 
(e.g., Teak, Gamari, Koroi, Mahogony, bamboo, Litchi, Mango, 
Orange, Banana, Pinapple, Jackfruit, Lemon and Jambura etc) . 
Even than he also faces food shortages of 2-3 months in a year 
particularly during the lean period and is waiting for the bright 
future when the maturity of timber trees and bearing stage of the 
fruit trees would take place. He buys rice and other daily 
essentials from the market during this period. He has some cash 
savings from the sale of dried turmeric and ginger. He has stock 
of dried turmeric of 0.2 MT and ginger (0.04 MT) which were sold 
earning a cash of Tk3,000-4,000 and Tk.1000 respectively for a 
weight of the goods of 0.04 MT. Last year he planted 4 Ari‟s of 
rice of Gelong race in Jhum and harvested only 60 Aris and 
informed of bad harvest of rice. He also earns cash out of sale of 
Banana bunches at a price of Tk.50-100 depending on the size of 
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bunches. He also sometimes sells his labour at a daily wage of 
Tk80-100.  

 
Meeting with Mr. Anisul Haque Bhuyan, Deputy Commissioner, Khagrachari 

Date: 22 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 

PPTA Team 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC  
2. Dr. John Stevens, Agriculture 

Specialist , ANZDEC  
3. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, 

DTL, PPTA  
4. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
5. Mr. Jaindara Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 

Specialist, ANZDEC   
7. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 
8. Ms. Sinora Chakma, SD&G 

Specialist, PPTA  
 

1. Courtesy call to DC who assured all-out cooperation to the PPTA 
team 

2. He informed the team of the institutional facilities available and 
the development needs of the communities in the district, 
particularly support to farmers in getting water supply for drinking 
and irrigation purposes. He suggested for arranging technical and 
material support to poor farmers who cannot afford to buy as 
there is good prospect for fruit gardening in the district. 

3. He also informed the team that for the last 10 years, no Bangali 
families were settled / brought under government sponsorship. 

 
Meeting with Communities of Jogyachola Headman Para, Manikchari Upazila 

Date: 23 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 

PPTA Team 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC  
2. Dr. John Stevens, Agriculture 

Specialist , ANZDEC  
3. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, 

DTL, PPTA  
4. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, 

PPTA 
5. Mr. Jaindara Karki, RWRE, 

ANZDEC 
6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 

Specialist, ANZDEC   
7. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 

ANZDEC 
8. Ms. Sinora Chakma, SD&G 

Specialist, PPTA  
 

1. The team, accompanied by the LGED Upazila Engineer and the 
Upazila Chairman and Vice-chairman, was first taken to a river 
where the CHTRDP I/LGED constructed, 9.26 km long, 
Manikchari Rajbari to Jogyochola road terminates. 5.3 km of the 
road has a BC pavement and the remaining 3.96 km HBB. A high 
priority now is a 50 m long bridge across a small river (which rises 
10 ft in the wet season) and 150 m of road to link the Ph I road to 
the road network on the opposite bank of the river and with the 
village of Jogyochola headman Para, 1.2 km from the river. LGED 
estimates the likely cost for the proposed bridge to be 
Tk15,000,000. It would reduce the travel distance from 
Jogyochola headman Para to  Manikchari  Upazila center from 
18 km to 9 km. Benefits of the bridge would include the shorter 
distance and lower cost to market, traders visiting Jogyochola 
headman Para to buy produce and better access to health care. 

2. Majority of beneficiaries of Manikchari Rajbari to Jogyochola 
Union road were observed to be from the settler communities of 
more than 500 HHs. Only few (about 30 HHs) Marma scattered 
around the settler villages were sandwiched and struggling for 
their existence. The area depicts the best example how the easy 
accessibility by building road communication can facilitate 
infiltration of outsiders, grabbing the land resources belonging to 
IP communities and easily destroy their traditional habitat and 
destabilize their culture.  Moreover, it was also observed that the 
settler communities had good inter-connectivity between their 
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villages with many roads built by CHTDB and other government 
organizations.  

3. The settler homesteads were observed to have filled up with 
different fruit and forest trees and cultivating paddy with power 
tillers in their low lying paddy fields whose ownerships were 
known belonged to the Marma communities a few years ago. The 
settler communities were enjoying easy accessibility to 
Manikchari Upazila markets, health and schooling facilities. After 
visiting the last end of the road, the team was taken to the 
Jogyachola headman para where some Marma families (about 
15) were found to struggling for their survival against cultural 
assimilation. 

4. On the way, at the UP office, some settler women (with very few 
IP women) in a long line were waiting for receiving rice being 
distributed from a government VGD programme under which the 
listed women were receiving 30 kg of rice per month for two 
years.     

5. At Jogyachola headman para, some of the settler communities 
were observed to have solar panels installed in their shops and 
houses.  

6. The main priority Jogyachola headman para community is the 
50 m bridge to link the village to the Manikchari Rajbari to 
Jogyochola road (see 1 above). A second priority is construction 
of an 80m bridge over the Halda river near Jogyochola headman 
Para and the Simothan Gas Field, that will facilitate easy 
communication to Heako of Chittagong district. The estimated 
cost of the proposed 80m bridge is 25,000,000 Taka. It would 
provide a link in the 20 km long Garitana – Batnatali Road via 
Jogyochola Kalapani road (at present 6.2 km BC, 1.5 km HBB 
and 13.3 km earth road).  Another demand is ensuring the supply 
of electricity. These expectations were also voiced through the 
Marma communities. 

7. The settler farmers were growing two crops of rice with a yield of 
1.5 MT per acre provided with necessary inputs like fertilizers and 
pesticides. The market price of paddy is Tk400-600/mound (40 
kg). They spend Tk1,500 for NPK fertilizer (3:2:1) for one acre of 
rice cultivation and Tk600 for pesticide. 

8. Farmers also grow plenty of vegetables, particularly Aroides 
(Taro?), beans, bottle gourd, Kakrol (Momordica charantia) and 
spice crops like ginger and turmeric. Farmers‟ easy access to the 
road side vegetable markets are earning a lot of cash for them 
from vegetables and spice crops.    
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Meeting with Community of Chitta Ranjan Karbari Para,  
Maishchari Union, Khagrachari Sadar Upazila (or is it Kyang Ghat Union, Mahalchari Upazila? 

Date: 24 June 2010 
 

Participants Agenda 
PPTA Team 
1. Mr. Jean Foerster, TL, 

ANZDEC  
2. Dr. John Stevens, 

Agriculture Specialist , 
ANZDEC  

3. Mr. Sudibya Kanti Khisa, 
DTL, PPTA  

4. Mr. Rafael Tripura, RDE, 
PPTA 

5. Mr. Jaindara Karki, 
RWRE, ANZDEC 

6. Dr. Tod Ragsdale, RIP 
Specialist, ANZDEC  

7. Ms. Jill Browning, RAE, 
ANZDEC 

8. Ms. Sinora Chakma, 
SD&G Specialist, PPTA 

 
 

1. Chitta Ranjan Karbari Para has 65 HHs, all belonging to the Chakma communities.  

2. It lies 2 km east of Maishchari Bazar on the Khagrachari-Rangamati road and is reached by means of a 700m 
long muddy track raised on an embankment through paddy fields, a small boat across a river (in the dry season 
people can wade across the river) and an HBB track which is under construction at present. LGED is managing 
the 200m track implementation and a contractor is doing the work. Villagers were employed to excavate the 
alignment, but outsiders are laying the bricks. The bricks are poor quality and the standard of work is fairly low.  

3. High priorities in the village include upgrading of the 700m track through the paddy fields, a bridge over the 
river and electricity. Villagers say the track should be given a BC surface as it floods to a depth of 1.5 foot or 
more (this needs to be investigated as a considerable area would have to flood before water flows over the 
existing track embankment). Villagers would welcome the chance of training so that they can organize and 
implement construction work themselves. 

4. The area of the para is about 2 sq. km. (East to west-1 km and North to south-2 km). About 35 HHs have got 
low lying paddy lands of about 100 acres (ac) each HH having a land holding ranging from 0.5 ac to 6 ac. Other 
30 families have got only homesteads and they have no paddy land of their own for cultivation, but they live on 
cultivating the lands of others on a share-cropping basis. No HH has got hilly land nor none of the HHs practice 
jhum from this para. There is no electricity supply in the para, but,15 HHs has solar panels (available from 
BRAC, Grameen Shakti of 50 watts costing about Tk.32,000/- that can run one TV and 4 energy saving bulbs. 
Some of the families are eager to establish a computer training centre if electricity and training facilities would 
be available. The main development interventions sought by the para communities are electricity supply from 
national grid, a bridge over the Chengi river connecting the para to the market and the availability of irrigation 
facilities (low-lift pump and irrigation canals).    

5. Para communities cultivate 3 crops of rice (Aus/Aman/Boro) in the low lying lands if they could manage 
irrigation from the Chengi River. 

6. Rice cropping calendar in the para. 

Rice crop Cropping months Yield per acre Production cost Comment 

Aus Jaistha (May-Jun) to 
Bhadra (Aug-Sept) 

100 ari/ ac (40 
ari/ kani)- 1 
MT/ac 

Tk2,000/Tk3,000/-/kani for all 
inputs 

(Tk5,000/toTk7,500/-/ac) 

Break-up of costs /kani: 

a. Tilling of land by powertiller-
TK.700-1000 

b.Planting-TK.1000 

One Ari-10 kg 

Kani-40 decimal/0.4 
ac 

1 ac-2.5 kani 

Fertilizer 
requirement- 60 
kg/kani(  Urea-
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c.Irrigation by renting pump 
machines (boro) -Tk.500 to 
1000 once a week 

d.Weeding/fertilizing-Tk.3000-
5000/- 

Tk.13/kg,TSP and 
MP-Tk.30/-( 
June,2010 price) 

 

Aman Bhadra (Aug-Sept) to  

Agrahayan (Nov-Dec) 

150 ari/ac (60 
ari/ kani)-1.5 
MT/ac 

Same as above  

Boro 
(irrigated 
rice) 

Magh (Dec-Jan) to 
Baisakh (Mar-Apr) 

250 ari/ac (100 
ari/kani)-2.5 
MT/ac 

Tk5,000/ to Tk6,000/-/ kani 
(Tk12,500/- to Tk15,000/-/ac) 

Highest yield due to 
high inputs of 
irrigation, fertilizer 
and pesticides. 
They apply NPK 
fertilizer at 4.1.1 
ratio  

 

7. Farmers cultivate all sorts of vegetable during Oct.-Nov in the Char lands (silted sandy loam) in the riverbank. 
Some of them are: Potato/Sweet potato, Chilies, Radish, Cabbages, Cauliflower, Egg plant, Tomato, Okra, 
French bean, Carrots etc. Out of sale of vegetables, a family is known to earn about Tk.30, 000-40,000/-. 

8. Farmers buy hybrid rice seeds (BR-11, 30, 33) from the dealer shop at Maischari Bazar. There is no extension 
service from the DAE. They did not receive any training on the use of hybrid seeds, pesticide and fertilizer use. 
They received information about the hybrid seeds from private TV channels.   

9. The PDCs formed under CEC of UNDP-CHTDF utilized their QIF of Tk0.4 million for rearing livestock and Para 
Women Development Committee  received Tk0.2 m which was invested in a para shop in which all fertilizers 
and pesticides and necessary household materials are available.   
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CONSULTATION MEETINGS IN RAJASTHALI 
 

Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP-II) 
Minutes of the Consultation Meetings 

Poaito (RHD)-Zimrong-Chaingkhong Mukhpara Road 
Venue: Chaingkhong Mukhpara, Rajostholi, Rangamati. 

Date: 11 March 2011 / Time: 11:30 AM 
 

1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Chaingkhong Mukhpara community with the 
potential affected people of the project. Mr. Muishowing Marma (Karbari) presided over the 
meeting. Dr. Hafiza Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. 
Sinora Chakma  Asian Development Bank (ADB) consultant along with other consultants and 
potential affected persons and other stakeholders took part in the discussion. A total of 22 
people from the community participated in the discussion.  (List of the affected people attached). 

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the Government of Bangladesh (GOB) through the Local 
Government Engineering Department (LGED) will undertake a project with financial support 
from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 4 km road and a bridge over the canal 
(Chhora) adjacent to Chaingkhong Mukhpara to facilitate better communication. A total of 33 
households (186 people) are residing at Chaingkhong Mukhpara community. The people of this 
community are Marma by race and Buddhist by religion. Both male and female members of the 
community are working in the field for livelihood. An NGO „Green Hill‟ and UNDP have provided 
toilets and tube wells to the community. Most of the people are engaged in agriculture and day 
laboring. Male labors are getting Tk250/day while female labors get only Tk150/day.  

3. Issues took place in the discussion are:  

i. The alignment will follow the existing road up to the canal (3.4 km) and a new 

road will be built (0.60 km) up to end of Chaingkhong Mukhpara community.  

ii. The participants told that some lands owned by government primary school, a 

Pagoda and a Mandir will get affected by the project intervention.  

  

  

Photo 1: Consultation meeting at Chaingkhong Mukhpara 
 

iii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households is going on and the 
cut-off date of the survey is 11 March 2011. After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  
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iv. Mr. Muishowing Marma (Karbari) raised that the people of Chaingkhong 
Mukhpara community have no legal documents of the land they are using for 
residence and other purposes except possession.   

4. Dr. Hafiza told that  

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 
structure, trees and other physical assets. 

iii. The project will provide compensation for the land and other properties if 
someone has legal title to the property or it is under customary use as assigned 
by the karbari and headman.  

iv. The people are requested to provide genuine information about the affected 
properties to the survey team so that the project authority can get clear picture 
about the ownership of the properties and other things.   

v. After completion of the road construction some social risk mitigation, road 
crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. The community people and 
school authority are to be conscious about it.   

vi. After receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, 
trees and salvage materials of the structure free of cost.    

vii. Video filming will be carried out to capture all affected assets within the right of 
way to prevent fraudulent claims in future. 

viii. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 

 

5. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants, and a vote of 
thanks to the chair.  
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Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP-II) 
Minutes of the Consultation Meetings 

Poaito (RHD) -Zimrong-Chaingkhong Mukhpara road 
Venue: Moipara, Rajostholi, Rangamati. 

Date: 11 March 2011 / Time: 2:00 PM 
 
1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Moipara Community with the potential affected 
people of the project. Mr. Young Baiong Marma (Karbari) presided over the meeting.  Dr. Hafiza 
Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. Sinora Chakma,ADB 
consultant along with other consultants and potential affected persons and other stakeholders 
took part in the discussion. A total of 5 people from the community participated in the 
discussion.  

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the GOB through LGED and HDC will undertake a project with 
financial support from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 4 km road and a bridge 
over the canal (Chhora) adjacent to Chaingkhong Mukhpara to facilitate better communication.  
A total of 6 households (26 people) are residing at Moipara community. The people of this 
community are Marma by race and Buddhist by religion.  Both male and female members of the 
community are working in the field for livelihood. An NGO „Green Hill‟ and UNDP have provided 
toilets and tube wells to the community. Most of the people are engaged in agriculture and day 
laboring. Male labors are getting Tk200-250 per day while female labors get only Tk150/day.  

 

 
 
 
3. The issues discussed in the meeting are  

i. The alignment will follow the existing road up to the canal (3.4 km) and a new 
road will be built (0.60 km) up to end of Chaingkhong Mukhpara community.  

ii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households is going on and the 
cut-off date of the survey is 11 March 2011. After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  

iii. An irrigation drain (pucca) along the eastern part of the proposed road alignment 
will be affected and will need to be shifted.  

iv. Mr. Young Baiong Marma, Karbari proposed to shift the road alignment instead of 
disturbing the irrigation drain. 

v. Land and trees will also be affected due to the project 
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vi. The people have legal documents about ownership of the land  
    

4. Dri Hafiza told that 

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 
structure, trees and other physical assets. 

iii. Adequate compensation for irrigation drain will be paid. It is more costly to shift 
the road alignment than the irrigation drain. Nevertheless, the LGED engineers 
will be consulted about it.     

iv. The project will provide compensation for the land and other properties if 
someone has legal title to the property or it is under customary use as assigned 
by the karbari and headman. The people are requested to provide genuine 
information about the affected properties to the survey team so that the project 
authority can get clear picture about the ownership of the properties and other 
things.   

v. After completion of the road construction some social risk mitigation, road 
crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. The community people and 
school authority are to be conscious about it.   

vi. After receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, 
trees and salvage materials of the structure free of cost.    

vii. Video filming will be carried out to capture all affected assets within the right of 
way to prevent fraudulent claims in future 

viii. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 

5. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants.  
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION LIST PANCHARI 
 

Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP-II) 
Minutes of the Consultation Meetings 

Panchhari growth centre to Bhaibonsora growth centre road 
Venue: Uttar Shantipur, Panchhari Khagrachhari 

Date: 12 March 2011 / Time: 11:00 AM 
 
1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Uttar Shantipur village with the potential affected 
people and other stakeholders of the project. Mr. Utpalakka Chakma (Karbari) presided over the 
meeting.  Dr. Hafiza Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. 
Sinora Chakma, ADB consultant along with other consultants and potential affected persons 
and other stakeholders took part in the discussion. A total of 15 people from the community 
participated in the discussion.  (List of the affected people attached) 

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the GOB through CHTRC and LGED has undertaken a project 
with financial support from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 8 km road starting 
from Mollahpara village of Panchhari Upazila and ending at Bhaibonsora village of Khagrachhari 
Sadar Upazila. A total of 69 households are residing at Uttarshantipur village of which 27 
households are affected by the project. The people of this community are Chakma by race and 
Buddhist by religion.  Both male and female members of the community are working in the fields 
for livelihood. UNDP is operating a program for people‟s awareness by constituting “Para 
Unnayan (Development) Committee” for males and “Para Nari Unnayan (Development) 
Committee” for females. UNDP provided training to the males and females on some income 
generating programs such as cow fattening, small business, etc. They   have provided toilets 
and tube wells to the community. Most of the people are engaged in agriculture and day 
laboring.  Male laborers are getting Tk 200- 250 per day while female laborers get only Tk. 120-
150/day.   

3. Issues raised in the discussions are 

i. Total length of the proposed road is 8 km as pilot project exists from the total 13 
km road from Mollapara village of Panchhari growth centre to Bhaibonsora 
growth centre of Khagrachhari Sadar Upazila leaving 5 km already paved road.  

ii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households is going on and the 
cut-off date of the survey is 12 March 2011. After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  

iii. The participants claimed that at the starting point the alignment does not acquire 
equal quantity of land in both sides rather it shifts to one side avoiding another 
side. It came to the notice of the local LGED officials as a tribal issue. Because 
the tribal people is owners of the land in one side while in another side the land 
owners are non-tribal. They requested to acquire equal width of the right of way 
in both sides to avoid social crisis there.     

 
4. Mr. Utpalakka Chakma (Karbari) told that 

 

i. In the project area, land ownership pattern is of two types; registered and non-
registered. Considering the ownership system compensation package is to be 
determined.  

ii. There are some sharecroppers in the project area. If any land cultivating under 
tenant contract farming, how they will get compensation?   
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iii. There are some double cropped, multi cropped, homestead and orchard 
categories of land along the proposed right of way. Compensation to be paid for 
these categories of land by separate rates.    

iv. Some irrigation canals (pucca) are affected by the project. How they will get 
compensation?  

v. Women members of the households do not have right to the property according 
to the social custom but father can give land to the female children. Now this is 
practiced in the society.     

  

Photo 1: Consultation meeting at Uttar (North) Shantipur 

5. Dr. Hafiza told that  

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 
structure, trees and other physical assets, whether titled or customary land. 

iii. All types of losses including crops. Irrigation canal, etc. will be written up during 
the survey.  

iv. Sharecroppers will get compensation for crops according to their agreement with 
the land owners.  

v. Ownership of crops will be determined during property handover to the LGED by 
the acquiring body.    

vi. The people are requested to provide genuine information about the affected 
properties to the survey team so that the project authority can get clear picture 
about the ownership of the properties and other things.   

vii. The affected people will be eligible for preferential employment in the civil 
construction of the project.  

viii. After completion of the road construction some social risk mitigation, road 
crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. The community people and 
school authority are to be conscious about it.   

ix. After receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, 
trees and salvage materials of the structure free of cost.    

x. Video filming have been carried out to capture all affected assets within the right 
of way to prevent fraudulent claims in future 

xi. Sketch maps have been prepared mentioning all affected properties within the 
right of way along the proposed road alignment.    
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xii. The land acquired on each side is according to things like slopes and gradients 
for the design and drainage, therefore it is not possible to simply say equal land 
will be acquired from each side of the current center line. 

xiii. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 

6. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants, and a vote of 
thanks to the chair.  

 
 

Photo 2: Male Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Participant List in Khagrachari, Uttar 
Shantipur, Date: 12 March 2011 

 

Photo 3: Female FGD Participant List in Khagrachari, Uttar Shantipur 
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Photo 4: Male FGD Participant List in Khagrachari, Uttar Shantipur 
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Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP-II) 
Minutes of the Consultation Meetings 

Panchhari growth centre to Bhaibonsora growth centre road 
Venue: Baurapar, Panchhari, Khagrachhari 

Date: 12 March 2011 / Time: 3:15 PM 
 
1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Baurapara village with the potential affected people 
and other stakeholders of the project. Mr. Chikkamoni (Karbari) presided over the meeting.  Dr. 
Hafiza Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. Sinora Chakma, 
ADB consultant, along with other consultants and potential affected persons and other 
stakeholders took part in the discussion. A total of 18 people from the community participated in 
the discussion.  (List of the affected people attached) 

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the GOB through LGED and CHTRC has undertaken a project 
with financial support from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 8 km road starting 
from Mollahpara village of Panchhari Upazila and ending at Bhaibonsora village of Khagrachhari 
Sadar Upazila.  A total of 110 households are residing at Baurapara village of which 15 
households are affected by the project. The people of this community are Chakma by race and 
Buddhist by religion.  Both male and female members of the community are working in the fields 
for their livelihood. Most of the people are engaged in agriculture and day laboring. Male 
laborers are getting Tk200-250 per day while female laborers get only Tk120-150/day.   

3. Issues took place in the discussions are 

i. Total length of the proposed road is 8 km as pilot project exists from the total 13 
km road from Mollapara village of Panchhari growth centre to Bhaibonsora 
growth centre of Khagrachhari Sadar Upazila leaving 5 km already paved road.  

ii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households is going on and the 
cut-off date of the survey is 12th of March 2011. After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  

iii. The participants in a body claimed for a stair in the river nearer to their 
community so that they can easily avail water vessels to move elsewhere.  

iv. Mr. Arun gati Chakma told that most of the inhabitants of the community migrated 
from Kaptai band area. They have no ownership of land in papers especially the 
homestead land. Most of the cropped land is registered in the name of local 
people.  

v. Mr. Chikkamoni (Karbari) told that price of cropped land is much higher than that 
of homestead category of land as there is no legal papers of homestead land.    

vi. So, in the project area land ownership pattern is of two types; registered and non-
registered. Considering the ownership system compensation package is to be 
determined.  

vii. There are some sharecroppers in the project area. If any land cultivating under 
tenant contract farming, how they will get compensation?   

viii. Some irrigation canals (pucca) are getting affected along the right of way. 
ix. There are some double cropped and multi cropped land in the area and cropping 

intensity is high.   
x. Women members of the households do not have right to the property according 

to the social custom but father can give land to the female children. Now this is 
practiced in the society.     
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Photo 1: Consultation meeting at Baorapara, Panchhari, Khagrachhari 

 
4. Dr. Hafiza told that  

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. The local people are requested to contact with the UNO or Upazila Chairman for 
construction of a stair in the river 

iii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 
structure, trees and other physical assets. 

iv. The project will provide compensation for the land and other properties if 
someone has legal title to the property or it is under customary use as assigned 
by the karbari and headman.  

v. All types of losses including crops. Irrigation canal, etc. will be written up during 
survey and the compensation package will be prepared accordingly.  

vi. Sharecroppers will get compensation for crops according to their agreement with 
the land owners.  

vii. Ownership of crops will be determined during property handover to the LGED by 
the acquiring body.    

viii. The people are requested to provide genuine information about the affected 
properties to the survey team so that the project authority can get clear picture 
about the ownership of the properties and other things.   

ix. The affected people will be eligible for preferential employment in the civil 
construction of the project.  

x. After completion of the road construction some social risk mitigation, road 
crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. The community people and 
school authority are to be conscious about it.   

xi. After receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, 
trees and salvage materials of the structure free of cost.    

xii. Video filming have been carried out to capture all affected assets within the right 
of way to prevent fraudulent claims in future 

xiii. Sketch maps have been prepared mentioning all affected properties within the 
right of way along the proposed road alignment.    

xiv. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 
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5. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants, and a vote of 
thanks to the chair.  
 

 

Photo 2: Male FGD participant list in Khagrachari, Baura para 
 
 

 
Photo 3: Mixed (male and female) FGD list in Khagrachari, Baurapara 
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CONSULTATION MEETING REPORT 
 
List of the participants of the focus group discussions (FGDs) conducted for socioeconomic survey of the communities (likely to be 
affected) along the LGED proposed Panchari-Bhaibonchara Upazila Road. 

Village: North Shantipur 
Date: 20 March 2011 
 

Name Father’s/Husband’s name Age Sex Profession 
Mr. Utpalakha Chakma Late Mr. Rajendra Lal Chakma 56 Male(M) Agriculture (Ag) 
Mr. Bana Behari Chakma Mr. Mukta Kanchan Chakma 37 M Ag 
Mr. Surya Sen Chakma Late Mr. Bhabendra Chakma 45 M Ag 
Mr. Simentu Chakma Mr. Karma Dhan Chakma 45 M Ag 
Ms. Padma Rani Chakma Mr. Lal Chandra Chakma 40 Female(F) Business (B) 
Mr. Khokan Bikash Chakma Mr. Goutam Moni Chakma 42 M B 
Mr. Pramotosh Chakma Mr. Karma Dhan Chakma 35 M Ag 
Mr. Pradeep Chakma Mr. Sunit Baran Chakma 52 M Ag 
Mr. Anil Kanti Chakma Late Mr. Ram Chandra Chakma 51 M Ag 
Ms. Shibu Chakma Mr. Anak Kanti Chakma 22 F Ag 
 
Village: Suta Karma Para 
Date: 23 March 2011 
 

Name Father’s/Husband’s Name Age Sex Profession 
Mr. Subrata Chakma Mr. Trina Moni Chakma 35 M B 
Mr. Devashish Chakma Mr. Suravanu Chakma 35 M Service(S) 
Mr. Sugata Chakma Mr. Dhanya Bikash Chakma 29 M S 
Mr. Nilotpal Chakma Mr. Trina Moni Chakma 37 M S 
Mr. Rupayan Chakma Mr. Moni Chakma 34 M Ag 
Mr. Nat Baran Dewan Late Mr. Miranjan Dewan 48 M Ag 
Mr. Gyana Jyoti Chakma Mr. Chuchyangya Chakma 25 M Ag 
Ms. Bonita Chakma Mr. Oli Chakma 22 F Housewife (HW) 
Ms. Binayee Chakma Mr. Dev Shankar Chakma 25 F HW 
Ms. Nupur Chakma Mr. Kulata Moni Chakma 22 F Student 
Mr. Durbadal Chakma Mr. Debal Moni Chakma 36 M S 
Ms. Priya Rani Chakma Mr. Malya Ban Chakma 34 F HW 
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Village: Baurapara 
Date: 25 March 2011 
 

Name Father’s/Husband’s name Age Sex Profession 
Mr. Samar Chakma Late Priya Dulal Chakma 42 M Ag 
Mr. Suni Kanti Chakma Late Bangali Chan Chakm 50 M Ag 
Mr. Cha Mong Marma Mr. Keu Prue Marma 35 M Day laborer 
Mr. Santosh Bikash Chakma Late Joy kumar Chakma 65 M Ag 
Mr. Chimpu Muni Chakma (karbari) Late Bimal Chandra Chakma 65 M Ag 
Mr. Jyoti Lal Chakma Late Bira Pakka Chakma 55 M Ag 
Mr. Madendu Bikash Chakma Late Dhirendra Lal Chakma 45 M Ag 
Ms. Rupana Chakma Mr.Sudha Priya Chakma 30 F HW 
Ms. Kankana Chakma Mr.Sharadendu Chakma 35 F HW 
Mr. Khula Ram Chakma Late Takkua Dhan Chakma 40 M Ag 
 
Village: Kongchairi Para 
Date: 27 March 2011 
 

Name Father’s/Husband’s name Age Sex Profession 
Mr. Ushaton Marma Late Apru marma 38 M Ag 
Mr. Aprushi Marma Late Kongjaw marma 38 M Ag 
Mr. Rangprue Chai Karbari Late Aungyu Marma 58 M Ag 
Mr. Suithowai Marma Late Monkyu marma 42 M Ag 
Mr. Apuadu Marma Late Mongtu Marma 75 M Ag 
Mr. Swi Hla Marma Mr. Rapru Marma 35 M Ag 
Mr. Aunga Joe Marma Late Aching Marma 60 M Ag 
Mr. Mongshi Prue Marma Late Kanti Marma 35 M Ag 
Ms. Awabai Marma Mr. Chala Mrue Maram 60 F Ag 
Ms. Moungsa Thowai Marma Mr. Chaula Prue Marma 45 F Ag 
Ms. Maungsi Thoawi Marma Mr. Maung Hla Prue Marma 45 F Ag 
Ms. Kala marma Mr. Maung Thowai Prue Marma 43 F Ag 
Ms. Maw Mong Marma Mr. Ayushi Marma 38 F Ag 
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Village: Manikyapara 
Date: 29 March 2011 
 

Name Father’s/Husband’s name Age Sex Profession 
Ms. Sebika Chakma Mr. Gopal Chandra Chakma 32 F HW 
Mr. Tapan Alo Chakma Mr. Bali Chab Chakma 38 M B 
Mr. Nabin Ranjan Chakma Mr. Dina Ranjan Chakma 40 M B 
Mr. Chikon Chakma Mr. Rangya Chakma 35 M B 
Mr. Gyana Alo Chakma Bali Chan Chakma 40 M Ag 
Ms. Sabita Chakma Mr. Zinnah Chakma 33 F HW 
Mr. Binoy Prakash Chakma Mr. Bashi Mohan Chakma 28 M Student 
Mr. Guna Bikash Chakma Mr. Dhanya Mohan Chakma 35 M Ag 
Ms. Lalita Chakma Mr. Dina Ram Chakma 40 F HW 
Ms. Binata Chakma Mr. Bali Chan Chakma 43 F HW 
Mr. Kiron Bikash Chakma Mr. Hengatya Chakma 32 M Ag 
Mr. Dipayan Chakma Mr. Dhanya Ban Chakma 30 M B 
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CONSULTATION LIST FOR ALIKADAM 
 

Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP II) 
 

MINUTES OF THE CONSULTATION MEETINGS 
Sonai chari R&H Road, Rupashipara Road 
Venue: Rupashi  Bazar, Lama, Bandarban 
Date: 13 February 2011 / Time: 11:00 AM 

 
1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Rupashi  Bazaar with the potential affected people 
and other stakeholders of the project. Mr. Selim, Member of Union Parishad presided over the 
meeting.  Dr. Hafiza Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. 
Sinora Chakma, ADB consultant along with other consultants and potential affected persons 
and other stakeholders took part in the discussion. A total of 23 people from the community 
participated in the discussion.  (List of the people who participated in the meeting attached). 

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the GOB through LGED and CHTRC has undertaken a project 
with financial support from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 4 km road starting 
from Sonai chari R&H Road at Panijhiri Para of Chanikhang Union in Alikadam Upazila and 
ending at Chingkum Para of Rupashipara Union in Lama Upazila. The road would cross the hill 
through cutting across and will make another connecting road between Lama and Alikadam 
Upazila.   Many households would be affected for this project. They might lose land, trees, 
housing premises or structures. The people of this community are mainly Bengali and 
Murong/Mro. Bengalis are Muslim and Murongs/Mros are Buddhist by religion. Bengalis are 
living here since 80‟s. Most of the Bangalis are involved with tobacco cultivation, in addition to 
that they also cultivate some other crops like rice, vegetables etc. On the other hand 
Murongs/Mros also cultivate tobacco but they are also involved with jhum cultivation.  Both male 
and female members of the communities are working in the fields for their livelihoods.  

3. Issues that took place in the discussions are 

i. Total length of the proposed road is 4 km from the edge of the HBB road 
constructed in the early phase of this project in the village Panijhiri Para and will 
connect Rupashi bazaar, very important market of the locality.  

ii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households will be undertaken 
and the cut-off date of the survey will be declared . After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  

iii. The participants claimed that at the starting point of the alignment a strong bridge 
is needed to be constructed and they want to see quality work and project should 
acquire minimum possible land.  

 
4. Mr. Zahidul Islam told that 

 

i.  In the project area land ownership pattern is of two types; registered and non-
registered. Considering the ownership system compensation package is to be 
determined.  

ii. There are some sharecroppers in the project area. If any land cultivating under 
tenant contract farming, how they will get compensation?   

iii. There are some double cropped, orchard and forest categories of land along the 
proposed right of way. Compensation to be paid for these categories of land by 
separate rates.    
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iv. There are some hill land which has been leased in by the non local people for 
rubber cultivation but ultimately forests has become thin but not fulfilled the 
objective of the lease. How they will get compensation?  

v. People are living and enjoying land for more than 20 years but do not have any 
legal paper, how they are going to be compensated?  

vi. Women members of the households do not have right to the property according 
to the social custom but father can give land to the female children. Now this is 
practiced in the society.     

 

 

 

Photo 1: Consultation meeting at Ruposhi  Bazar 
 
5. Dr. Hafiza Khatun told that  

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 
structure, trees and other physical assets. 

iii. The project will provide compensation for the land and other properties if 
someone has legal title to the property or it is under customary use as assigned 
by the karbari and headman.  

iv. The lease holders‟ papers will be checked by the appropriate authority and find 
some ways to compensate for the loss according to Govt. policy as well as ADB 
policy. 

v. All types of losses including crops, trees, etc. will be written up during survey.  
vi. Sharecroppers will get compensation for crops according to their agreement with 

the land owners.  
vii. Ownership of crops will be determined during property handover to the LGED by 

the acquiring body.    
viii. The people are requested to provide genuine information about the affected 

properties to the survey team so that the project authority can get clear picture 
about the ownership of the properties and other things.   

ix. The affected people will be eligible for preferential employment in the civil 
construction of the project.  
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x. After completion of the road construction some social risk mitigation, road 

crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. The community people are 

to be conscious about it.   

xi. After receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, 
trees and salvage materials of the structure ( if any) free of cost.    

xii. Video filming have been carried out to capture all affected assets within the right 
of way to prevent fraudulent claims in future 

xiii. Sketch maps have been prepared mentioning all affected properties within the 
right of way along the proposed road alignment.    

xiv. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 

 
6. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants, and a vote of 
thanks to the chair.  
 

 
Photo 2: Male FGD participant list in Rupashi  Bazar, Lama,  Bandarban /  

Date: 13 February 2011 
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Photo 2: Mixed (Male and Female) FGD participant list in Rupashi Para Bazar, Lama, 
Bandarban 
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Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP II) 

 
MINUTES OF THE CONSULTATION MEETINGS 

Sonai chari R&H Road – Rupashipara Road 
Venue: Panijhiri Para, Chaikhang Union, Alikadam Upazila, Bandarban 

Date: 13 March 2011 / Time: 2:30 PM 
 
1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Panichiri Para with the potential affected people and 
other stakeholders of the project. Mr. Rosalian Marma presided over the meeting.  Dr. Hafiza 
Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. Sinora Chakma, ADB 
consultant, along with other consultants and potential affected persons and other stakeholders 
took part in the discussion. A total of 12 people from the community participated in the 
discussion.  (List of the affected people attached). 

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the GOB through LGED has undertaken a project with financial 
support from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 4 km road starting from Panchiri 
Para of Chaikhang Union of Alikadam Upazila and ending at Chingkum Para of Ruposhipara 
Union in Lama Upazila of Bandarban district.  A total of 13 households are residing along the 
proposed RoW. No housing or business structure is going to be affected but only land and trees 
are going to be affected. The people of different communities are going to get positive benefit 
but only Bangali and Murong communities are going to be affected directly. Bangali are Muslim 
and Murongs are Buddhist by religion. Both male and female members of the community are 
working in production and tobacco processing for livelihood. Most of the people are engaged in 
agriculture.   

3. Issues that took place in the discussions are-  

i. Total length of the proposed road is 4 km. 
ii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households is going on and the 

cut-off date of the survey is 16th of March 2011. After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  

iii. The participants in a body claimed for bridge on the Panichiri Chara and gentle 
slope of the road on the hill so that they can easily move any vehicle to move 
elsewhere by using this road.  

vii. Mr. Sakhaichong Marma told that most of the inhabitants of the Murong 
ommunity are still working in jhum but Bangalis are cultivating tobacco. They 
have no ownership of land in papers especially the homestead land. Most of the 
cropped land of Murong is allocated by the karbari but Bangalis do not have any 
legal ownership but they are occupying the IP land.  

viii. Mr. Rosalian Marma told that price of cropped land is much higher than that of 
homestead category of land as there is no legal papers of homestead land.    

ix. In the project area land ownership pattern is of two types; registered and non-
registered. Considering the ownership system compensation package is to be 
determined.  

x. There are some sharecroppers in the project area. If any land cultivating under 
tenant contract farming, how they will get compensation?   

xi. There are some double cropped land in the area and return from the land is very 
high.   

xii. Women members of the households do not have right to the property according 
to the social custom but father can give land to the female children. Now this is 
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practiced in the society.   However, Bengali women get a share of their parents‟ 
property.   

  

Photo 1: Consultation meeting at Panijhiri Para, Alikadam, Bandarban 

4. Dr. Hafiza told that  

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. Bridge on Panijhiri para is part of the subproject 
iii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 

trees and other physical assets. 
iv. The affected Common Property Resources like Madrasa and Boudhha Bihar  will 

be compensated properly such a way that these can be  improved  with the help 
of this project 

v. The project will provide compensation for the land and other properties if 
someone has legal title to the property or it is under customary use as assigned 
by the karbari and headman.  

vi. All types of losses including crops, trees etc. will be written up during the survey 
and the compensation package will be prepared accordingly.  

vii. Sharecroppers will get compensation for crops according to their agreement with 
the land owners.  

viii. Ownership of crops will be determined during property handover to the LGED by 
the acquiring body.    

ix. The people are requested to provide genuine information about the affected 
properties to the survey team so that the project authority can get clear picture 
about the ownership of the properties and other things.   

x. The affected people will be eligible for preferential employment in the civil 
construction of the project. After completion of the road construction some social 
risk mitigation, road crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. After 
receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, trees 
and salvage materials of the structure free of cost.    

xi. Video filming have been carried out to capture all affected assets within the right 
of way to prevent fraudulent claims in future 

xii. Sketch maps have been prepared mentioning all affected properties within the 
right of way along the proposed road alignment.    

xiii. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 
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5. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants, and a vote of 
thanks to the chair.  

 

 

Photo 2: Mixed (male and female) FGD list in Bandarban 

 

 

Photo 3: Female FGD participant list in Alikadam, Bandarban 
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Second Chittagong Hill Tracts Rural Development Project (CHTRDP II) 
 

MINUTES OF THE CONSULTATION MEETINGS 
Sonai chari R&H Road – Rupashipara Road 

Venue: Panichiri Para, Chaikhang Union, Alikadam Upazila, Bandarban 
Date: 14 March 2011 / Time: 10:00 AM 

 
1. A stakeholders meeting was held at Sonai chari bazar with the potential affected people 
and other stakeholders of the project. Dr. Shirajul Islam presided over the meeting.  Dr. Hafiza 
Khatun, Resettlement Specialist, ADB facilitated the discussion and Ms. Sinora Chakma,ADB 
consultant along with other consultants and potential affected persons and other stakeholders 
took part in the discussion. A total of 10 people from the community participated in the 
discussion.  (List of the affected people attached). 

2. Dr. Hafiza explained that the GOB through LGED has undertaken a project with financial 
support from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to construct a 4 km road starts from Panchiri Para  
of  Chaikhang Union of Alikadam Upazila and ends at Chingkum Para of Ruposhipara Union in 
Lama Upazila of Bandarban district.  A total of 13 households are residing along the proposed 
RoW. No housing or business structure is going to be affected but only land and trees are going 
to be affected. The people of different communities are going to get positive benefit but only 
Bangali and Murong communities are going to be affected directly. Bangali are Muslim and 
Murongs are Buddhist by religion.  Both male and female members of the community are 
working in production and tobacco processing for livelihood. Most of the people are engaged in 
agriculture.   

3. Issues took place in the discussions are-  

i. Total length of the proposed road is 4 km as pilot project  
ii. A detailed socioeconomic survey of the affected households is going on and the 

cut-off date of the survey is 16 March 2011. After this date any change in 
category of land, structure, etc. will not be entertained.  

iii. The participants wanted to have assurance of good quality of work done by the 
contractor. Mr. Sakhaichong Marma told that most of the inhabitants of the 
Murong community are still working in jhum but Bangalis are cultivating tobacco. 
They have no ownership of land in papers especially the homestead land. Most 
of the cropped land of Murong is allocated by the karbari but Bangalis do not 
have any legal ownership but they are occupying the IP land.  

iv. The participants expect that this road would help the people to get health, 
education and other services. 

v. Dr. Shirajul Islam told that price of cropped land is much higher than that of 
homestead category of land as there is no legal papers of homestead land also 
for high return from tobacco cultivation.    

vi. So, in the project area land ownership pattern is of two types; registered and 
non-registered. Considering the ownership system compensation package is to 
be determined.  

vii. There are some sharecroppers in the project area. If any land cultivating under 
tenant contract farming, how they will get compensation?   

viii. There are some double cropped land in the area and return from the land is very 
high.   

ix. Women members of the households do not have right to the property according 
to the social custom but father can give land to the female children. Now this is 
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practiced in the society.   However, Bangali women get a share of their parents‟ 
property.   

 

  

Photo 1: Consultation meeting at Sonai chari Bazar, Alikadam, Bandarban 
 
4. Dr. Hafiza told that  

i. The affected people will be consulted in different stages of the project execution. 
Their opinion on the project will be considered.  

ii. Bridge on Panijhiri para is part of the subproject 
iii. People will be entitled for compensation at replacement cost for affected land, 

trees and other physical assets. 
iv. The affected Common Property Resources like Madrasa and Boudhha Bihar  will 

be compensated properly such a way that these can be  improved  with the help 
of this project 

v. The project will provide compensation for the land and other properties if 
someone has legal title to the property or it is under customary use as assigned 
by the karbari and headman.  

vi. All types of losses including crops, trees etc. will be written during survey and 
compensation package will be prepared accordingly.  

vii. Sharecroppers will get compensation for crops according to their agreement with 
the land owners.  

viii. Ownership of crops will be determined during property handover to the LGED by 
the acquiring body.    

ix. The people are requested to provide genuine information about the affected 
properties to the survey team so that the project authority can get clear picture 
about the ownership of the properties and other things.   

x. The affected people will be eligible for preferential employment in the civil 
construction of the project. After completion of the road construction some social 
risk mitigation, road crossing for children etc. may need to be considered. After 
receiving compensation people will be allowed to take away standing crops, trees 
and salvage materials of the structure free of cost.    

xi. Video filming have been carried out to capture all affected assets within the right 
of way to prevent fraudulent claims in future 
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xii. Sketch maps have been prepared mentioning all affected properties within the 
right of way along the proposed road alignment.  

xiii. The project would not go ahead unless broad community consent was obtained, 
especially from those likely to lose land because of the project. 

   
5. The meeting was closed with consent for the project given by participants, and a vote of 
thanks to the chair.  
 

 
 

Photo 2: Male FGD participant list in Sonai chari Bazar, Alikadam, Bandarban 
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LIST OF INCEPTION WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 
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ATTENDANCE LIST OF MID TERM WORKSHOP 
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ATTENDANCE LIST OF DRAFT FINAL REPORT WORKSHOP 
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